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Now is  call ing.
In a world full of possibilities, every day is an opportunity   – seize it with the Audi Q5.
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Created for almost every landscape: 
The Audi Q5.

Don’t leave anything to chance. Regardless of comfort, style or driving dynamics, 
this premium SUV is all-rounded. From its appearance, drive, to its pioneering 
technology, the Audi Q5 is versatile for your daily adventure.
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Developed to move you. 
Even when at a standstill.
Every detail of the Audi Q5 is characterised by the typical Q design and embodies 
dynamism and confidence. Like the striking bonnet or the gently sloping roof line, 
the exterior mirrors on the shoulders and the slim window line. The partly polished 
cast aluminium wheels in 5-segment-spoke design in contrasting grey define 
sportiness and leaves you with an impression, even off-road.
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Give light a whole new design: 
the Audi Matrix LED headlights. 
The Audi Q5 comes standard with LED daytime running lights and rear dynamic indicators. 
The headlights automatically adapt to road conditions for better visibility while the newly 
sculpted radiator grille places an emphasis on the width and strength of the Audi Q5.
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One of the strengths of quattro lies  
in recognising the right moment.
Ready for almost any challenges on the road. The Audi Q5 offers a quattro all-wheel drive system with ultra 
technology. For all 4-cylinder engines with quattro permanent all-wheel drive, an intelligent operating 
strategy ensures that your Q5 is efficient, dynamic and safe – with the usual traction. If quattro is not 
required, it switches off, thus helping the driver to save fuel. The all-wheel drive remains permanently 
available, of course. If quattro is required during the drive, a balanced distribution of power is applied on 
various road conditions.
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Dampens almost everything. Except your enthusiasm.
The optional adaptive air suspension adapts the damping forces of each individual wheel to the 
road condition, depending on the Audi drive select mode chosen. The different height levels 
allow you to rise above any unevenness and the damper control also permanently compensates 
for any additional weight. The body can be lowered by up to 55 mm for more convenient loading 
with a touch of a button in the luggage compartment. What’s more, you can use Audi drive select 
to modify the drive experience: select from auto, efficiency, comfort, dynamic or individual.
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Does not skimp on power. 
But helps save fuel.
The TFSI engine makes the Audi Q5 efficient and perceptibly powerful. The 4-cylinder engines 
make an impression by enhancing performance. In addition, the quattro all-wheel drive 
guarantees a better response during steering and acceleration. The start-stop system gives the 
vehicle more fuel efficiency, reducing consumption without compromising performance.
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Demonstrates greatness. In every detail.
The Audi Q5 has a longer wheelbase, more generous amount of space and practical storage options. The standard 
luggage compartment roller cover and the optional luggage compartment mat allow you to adapt the luggage 
compartment exactly to your requirements. The remote backrest release allows the rear seat backrests to be 
folded, giving more than double the luggage space. The standard sensor-controlled luggage compartment release 
makes loading even easier. If your hands are full, open the tailgate by moving your foot for storing heavy items at 
ease.
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It creates the need to explore in new drives ahead.     Discover the Audi Q5.

Enthus iasm dr ives  power. 
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Easy to operate. Hard to miss.
The large, slim 8.3-inch colour display in the MMI navigation plus offers impressive clarity and a straightforward 
operating concept, so that you are well informed in no time at all. Whether navigation, radio, phone or Audi connect 
– fewer buttons lead you to more functions. Quickly, intuitively and with MMI touch on request, control everything via 
touchscreen or voice control. The Audi smartphone interface integrates selected mobile phone content into your Audi 
and turns the screen into a smartphone display.
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Everything at a glance. At the right moment.
The standard Audi virtual cockpit makes progress visible. The fully digital instrument cluster with high-resolution 12.3-inch 
screen displays a wide range of driver-related information. From speed to navigation and communication – you choose from 
numerous display options. And have the future in sight.
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Takes the driver everywhere. 
Even to new worlds of sound and light.

The standard Ambient lighting package makes the interior shine in a special light. Even the inlays on the dashboard are illuminated. 
Match the colour to your personal preference. On request, you can enjoy a concert hall atmosphere and experience a 3-dimensional 
sound system with the optional Bang & Olufsen sound system that comes with 19 loudspeakers.
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More sporty. 
With Q5 sport and the S line sport package.

Show your sporty side with the Q5 sport equipment version – all along the line. With 
details that emphasise the temperament of your Audi Q5 in impressive style. The 
S line sport package creates even more highlights and further sharpens the sporty 
character of the vehicle, particularly on the interior.

S line sport package – including sport seats, front, with S embossing in the backrests – S line seat upholstery in 
frequency Alcantara/leather combination in black – S line sport leather steering wheel in 3-spoke design with 
multifunction plus incl. chrome application – inlays matt brushed aluminium – pedals and footrest in stainless steel. 

S line package - cast aluminium wheels in the 
5-twin-spoke star design (S design), partly polished 

Q5 sport line - including cast aluminium wheels in 5-spoke dynamic design, partly polished – bumpers and wheel arch trims in body colour – 
Radiator grille in twilight grey, matt, blades in aluminium silver, matt – further distinguishing features on the interior
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More striking. 
With the S line exterior package.
Don’t just emphasise the sporty character of your Audi Q5 – enhance it. The S line exterior 
package demonstrates a powerful performance at first sight. Athletic details give the striking 
body line an even more unique touch and create powerful highlights. 

Diffuser insert in body colour, trim strip on the diffuser 
in aluminium silver, matt

Radiator grille in twilight grey, matt, blades in aluminium silver, matt

Door still trims, front, with aluminium inlay and S logo, illuminated
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Mythos black,  
metallic

Manhattan grey,  
metallic

Azores green,  
metallic

Java brown,  
metallic

Utopia blue,  
metallic

Powerful look. 
When you choose a paint colour, choose one that best matches your 
own personality. Be rest assured that the quality will be at its finest as 
your vehicle is painted not just once, but four times. Apart from looking 
radiant, the car is also protected from environmental influences, wear 
and tear, yet maintaining a powerful look throughout its entire lifetime.

Matador red,  
metallic

Floret silver,  
metallic

Daytona grey,  
pearl effect
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19” cast aluminium wheels in  
5-spoke dynamic design, partly polished

18” cast aluminium wheels in  
5-twin-spoke dynamic design

20” Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in  
5-arm turbine design in magnesium look,  
gloss turned finish

Powerful presence.
With Audi wheels, you can emphasise your individual style and the character of your Audi Q5. Why not 
indulge yourself and create a powerful presence with your favourite design. For peace of mind on the road: 
Audi wheels are subjected to special test procedures, undergo rigorous testing and are of high quality. 

20” cast aluminium wheels in  
5-arm offroad design in matt titanium look,  
gloss turned finish

19” cast aluminium wheels in  
5-twin-spoke star design  
(S design) partly polished

20” Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels  
in 10-Y-spoke design 

19” cast aluminium wheels in  
5-spoke-V design, contrasting grey,  
partly polished
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Dimensions in millimetres.
Dimensions are for unladen vehicle weight.
Luggage capacity: 550/610/1,550 l (second value with optionally movable rear seat 
bench and bench moved as far forward as possible; third value with rear seat backrest 
folded down and loaded up to the parcel shelf) 
Turning circle approx. 11.7 m. 
* Maximum headroom     **Elbow room width     ***Shoulder room width

Audi Q5
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Model Audi Q5 sport 2.0 TFSI            
quattro S tronic

Engine type 4-cylinder inline petrol engine with 
direct fuel injection, turbocharging         
and Audi valvelift system

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder) 1,984 (4)

Max. output in kW(hp) at rpm 185 (252) / 5,000 – 6,000

Max. torque in Nm at rpm 370 / 1,600 – 4,500

Power Transmission

Drive type quattro with ultra technology

Transmission type 7-speed S tronic transmission

Weights/capacities

Kerb weight in kg 1,720

Gross vehicle weight in kg 2,400

Permissible roof load limit in kg 75

Fuel tank capacity, approx. in l 70

Performance/consumption

Top speed in km/h 237

Acceleration 0-100 km/h in s 6.3

Fuel grade Sulphur-free super RON 95

Fuel consumption (combined) in l/100km 7.4

VES banding C1

Emission standard EU6



The models, colours and equipment options illustrated and described in this brochure and some of the services listed are not 
available in Singapore. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional features that are chargeable. Details concerning 
the delivery specifications, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights, fuel consumption and running costs of the 
vehicle were correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press. Deviations from the colours and shapes shown 
in the illustrations may occur. No liability is accepted for errors and printing errors.
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